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ERRATA 

Theor~ " (1) "Statistical Basis for Physical Laws: Non,Relativistic ~ ,  R. 
Eugene Collins Found. Phys.Lett. 6~ 429 (1993). 

(2) "The Mathematical Basis of Physical Laws; Relativistic Mechanics, 
Quantum Mechanics, The Lorentz Force, Maxwell's Equations and 
Non-Electromagnetic Forces for Spin Zero Particles," R. Eugene 
Colilns, Found. Phys. Leg. 7, 39 (1994). 

These two papers share a common error, namely the a s s ~ o n  that 
a specific gauge must apply to the electromagnetic fields in the 
Schroextinger-equation construction, this being the Coulomb, or 
radiation, gauge, in the non-relativistic case and the I~rentz gauge in the 
relativistic case.  Actually, this constraint can be removed by a gauge 
transformation if this gauge function, 0, is not harmonic. ~ e n  the 
vector potential is not solenoidal in the transformed equation, since only 
a harmonic 0 preserves the vector potential as solenoidal. Here harmomc 
means satisfying the Laplace equation in the non-relativistic case or thr 
homogeneous wave equation in the relativistic case. 

Paper No. (1) has transposed symbols on the left in Eqs, (11), (I8) 

and (53). Th~se use the same identity V o ( ~ )  = ( 4  ~ V)~: +~ (V  �9 X), 
thus in these three equations ~, and ~ on the left were in the wrong 
order. Right members are all correct. For example, Eq.( 11 ) should read: 

V �9 (p%~) = p% + ~V �9 (p%); ( 1 1 )  

it also has ,misplaced brackets in Eq. (34), which should appear as 

1 ve2)  ^ O k  ~ ) :  d3x. :(3:4) (a) = v(~  + ~ - ~-~- + ~%xCV x 
D 

Paper No. (2) has a missing bracket in Eq. (1=8), this should read 

d(x~) = ~)[H (x ,x ,~)x  q j r  * 
- ,,~HCx,,x, "O~Cx'. ,~)]d~x#x,, (iS) 
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